
Match up the key words & definitions!

Extended Family A family with more than two generations living in the same house (i.e.
grandparents, parents and children) 

Blended Family A family with only mum or dad and kids in the same household

Nuclear Family A family that contains step parents and step siblings (step brothers
and step sisters) 

Single Parent Family A family with parents of the same sex (a homosexual couple) 

Same Sex Family A family made up of mum, dad and kids living in the same household



Why are families important to a 
Christian?

Monday, 13 December 2021

Marriage & the Family 

I know how to describe why family is seen as important to a Christian 

I know how to explain how religious teachings inspire the belief that families are important in 
Christianity 

I know how to justify that healthy families are necessary for society to be able to function 

I know how to challenge the idea of families in Christianity and the importance of families to society 



Definition of a family Characteristics – Things that make a good family

Examples of a good family Non-examples – things that don’t make a good family

Family

In the centre of this page you have a word.
1) Try and define this word. 2) Tell me the characteristics/qualities of this word.

3) Can you give any examples of family? 4) Do you have any examples that are the opposite of family?

a group of one or more parents and their 
children living together as a unit



Why is family important to Christians? Research and use the 
images as prompts as to 
why the family would be 
important to a Christian.

To raise 
children to be 

functioning 
adults in 
society



Implies God 
created sex

AMBER 
Implies 
Suggests 
Shows 
Demonstrates 
Highlights 

+ GREEN
Also 
Another
In addition
Furthermore
Taking this further 

+ BLUE 
Perhaps 
Maybe 
Could 
Might
Possibly

Add an 
additional 3 
notes, about 
what this is 
teaching a 
Christian.



Explain Biblical teachings about the importance of the family 
to Christians today. (5 marks) 

• Simple reason + a connective and expand  x2 + a 
source of wisdom/authority 

Firstly, Biblical teachings about the 
family are… (simple reason) this is
important to Christians because
(+connective) …For example/This means 
that/Therefore…

NEW PARAGRAPH 

Secondly, another biblical teaching is… 
simple reason) (+connective) 

therefore/for example…

L1 Simple reason

L2 Developed reason

L3 Simple reason + developed reason

L4 Two developed reasons

Assessed by:
WWW:

EBI:

Key words 
Stewardship
Procreation



Pupil Independent Marking Plenary

1.Read through 

each question and 

answer.

2.Decide how many 

marks you think 

the answer 

deserves.

3.Correct the 

answers to full 

marks 

“Purgatory is hypocritical to the notion of a just God”

Evaluate this statement, giving reasons for and against. Refer to Christian 

teachings. Refer to a different Christian perspective. Reach a justified 

conclusion.

The idea of Purgatory is exceptionally hypocritical to the notion of a just God, as a fair God would 

punish and reward based on human action, not simply because they’ve repented. Protestant Churches 

completely reject the existence of purgatory, and claim it is repugnant in Article 39. This is a valid 

reason as it ‘grounded upon no warranty of scripture’, meaning that it is not even written in the Bible, 

thus supporting the point that it must be hypocritical due to it not being the word of God.

However, Catholics would argue that it is not hypocritical, and actually further supports the idea of a 

‘just’ God, as he is merciful to sinners and is willing to give repentant sinners a second chance. This is 

exemplified in the quote stated by Jesus at his crucifixion ‘Father forgive them’. This is an invalid 

argument however as this may suggest that God may even forgive murdered and give them a chance 

to enter heaven with ‘no sin, sadness, or suffering’, therefore making it remarkably unjust that 

criminals will spend eternity with those who have never sinned.

Level:     (___/12 marks)


